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Only a small amount of research has examined children's awareness or 
knowledge of occupational characteristics and the effect that gender has on 
their perceptions. Most of this earlier research dealt with only a few aspects 
of this area or had severe limitations in study design, scope, and/ or sampling 
frame. This paper explores children's occupational knowledge and perceptions 
of occupational characteristics using a large sample and a study design that 
avoids many of the problems in earlier works. Specifically we examine two 
areas. The first is children's occupational knowledge, including the extent to 
which boys and girls recognize a wide range of jobs; their views of their relative 
importance, monetary rewards, difficulty and control over others; and the 
degree to which the children's perceptions correspond to those from adults and/ 
or more objective measures. The second is the effect of gender on occupational 
perceptions including the extent to which children's own gender and the gender 
of the perceived occupant of a job affect perceptions of a given occupation. 
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RELATED UTERA TURE 

The literature related to children•~ perceptions of occupations may, with one 
exception, be divided inlo lwo separate time periods: lhe first, through lhe early 
1970s, deals primarily with children's knowledge of occupations and the 
occupational status hierarchy, while the second tends to focus on gender 
differences in the workplace as au important variabk. 1 Buth eras of n:st:an;h 
arc important in our own work. 

First Generation Studie~ 

The research puhlishcd through the early 1970s generally involved asking 
children to describe a series of occupations and to rank them along a status 
or prestige hierarchy. While most of lhe studies gave the children a job title 
in an interview (Gunn 1964; Simmons and Rosenberg 1971) or written 
questionnaire (Lauer 1974; Simmons 1962; Wehrly 1973), DeFleur (1966) 
presented them with simple cartoon-like drawings of workers and Goldstein 
and Oldham ( 19n) used a combination of pictoral and verbal stimuli. The 
use of pictures is generally seen as preferable because it avoids. the normative 
constraints associated with a job title (see '\emerowicz 1979, p. 92).2 

The results of these studies suggested that children's understandings of 
occupational roles are relatively well developed hy the fourth grade (DeFleur 
1966; Gunn 1964; l.auer 1974; Simmons 1962; Wehrly 1973) and that children 
are more know led gable of occupations with which they have had srmic personal 
contact. than those with which they have had only vicarious contac.t (such as 
through the media) or none at all. Similarly they are more knowledgable of 
those with which they have had vicarious contact than those with which they 
have had none (Dcf'leur 1966; Wehrly 1973). Finally, the studies confirm that, 
at least by the fourth grade, children understand status or prestige differences 
between occupatiom (Galler 1951; Lauer 1974; Simmons and Rosenberg 1971; 
Stewart 1959; Weinstein 1958). although the distinctions may be more accurate 
at the extreme ends of the status continuum than in the middle ranges (De Fleur 
1966; Gunn 1964). This might reflect the tendency for childrrn's under.standing 
of occupational roles lo become more precise as they grow older (Defleur and 
Dcflcur 1967: Goldstein and Oldham 1979: Gottfredson 1981; Heise and 
Roberts I 970; Wehrly 1973). 

These studies generally did not have the gender of the workers or subjects 
as a major focus of the study. !-'or instance, De Fleur ( 1966) had only male 
workers in the pictures given her subjects; and the lists used by Gunn (1964), 
Wehrly (1983), and Simmons and Rosenberg (1971) did not differentiate 
between male and female workers. Simmons (1962), undoubtedly because a 
second focus of his study was occupational choice, used separate lists for boys 
and girls, with same-sex-typical jobs included in the lists given tu the subjects. 
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Although Gunn (1964) included only hoys in her study, the other amhors had 
bath male and female subjects and usually noted a test of any sex differences 
in response. The results suggested no difference in occupational knowledge of 
boys and girls (DeFleur 1966; Wehrly 1973), but a tendency for them to differ 
in their estimates of occupational prestige (OeFleur 1966; Simmons 1962) and 
income (Goldstein and Oldham 1979), with the prestige rankings and income 
estimate, (hut nOI rankings) of boys more closely resembling those of adults. 

Second Generation Studies 

Beginning wilh the onset of the recent feminist movement in the early l 970s 
the literature began to consider gender as an important explanatory variable, 
Work has focused on how the sex-typing of the occupation. the gender of a 
job occupant, and the gender of the subject affect perceptions of an occupation. 
Because only a small portion of this work ha5 used children as subjects, we 
review studies using both adults and children below. 

Studies or college students and adults have looked at both how people 
evaluate workers' performance and at ratings of the desirability and prestige 
of given occupations. '.\1uch of this work has produced conflicting results. For 
instance, two studies indicate that evaluations of workers' performance 
generally depend upun lhe nature of the task or field of work, bul not the 
gender of the worker (Dcaux and Emswillcr 1974; Decker 1986; Hessclbart 
1977a), while two other studies suggest that performance evaluations are higher 
of workers whose gender is typical uf people working in a field, at least within 
the United States (Mischel 1974; Shinar 1978), although this result may be 
limited to men (Hcsscll,art 1977h). 

Several studies have examined the effect of the gender of a job occupant 
on the prestige ratings assigned by respondents. While one study found only 
small effects (Bose and Rossi 1983), several others have found moderate to 
suhstamial effects (Guppy and Siltanen 1977; .Jacobs and Powell 1984; Nilson 
1976; Powell and Jacobs 1983, 1984). The sex-typing o! the occupation usually 
appears to affect the assigned ratings, with women accorded lower prestige 
than comparahle men when in male-typerl johs and men accorded lo\ver 
prestige than comparable women when in female-typed jobs. Although earlier 
studies indicated that men and women give similar prestige rankings to 
occupations when the sex of the occupant is unspecified (Hodge, Siegel, and 
Ros;i 1964), some of the second generation studies have found that men are 
more llkcly than women to degrade the prestige of incumbents in non sex.
typed jot,, (Haug 1975; Jacobs and Powell 1984; Nilson 1976). 

Finally, experimental studies have examined the effect of college students' 
perceptions of the sex-typing of professional occupations on their ratings of their 
prestige and desirability. with earlier studies (Touhey 1974n, 1974b) indicating 
that ratings were lower when student!. believed that more women were entering 
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malc~dominated fields and higher when they believed more men were enlcrlng 
kmalc-dominated fields. More recent work. however, has found no such effects 
(Johnson 1986; Shaffer, Gresham. Clary. and Thielman 1986; Suchner 1979). 

The literature regarding children is far less extensive than that which deals 
with adults. Nemerowicz (I 979) showed pictures of male and female workers 
in eight different jobs to boys and girls in the second through sixth grades and 
asked them to talk about each job. She reported that students had more 
prohlems in identifying workers in nontraditional jobs (although she did not 
repon on the ex1ent to which age affected lhis result) and thal the students, 
and especially boys, tended to give- more positive comments about work 
stereotyped as typical of their own sex group, regardless of the gender of the 
worker pictured. In two separate studies, O'Bryant, Durrett, and Pennebaker 
(197&, 1980) presented children with four pairs ofjobs, one job in each pair 
typically female and the other typically male. The jobs in each pair were 
matched by Judges on ratings of general respect, salary, requisite education, 
and service provided lo the community. When asked to rate each of the 
occupations on the four criteria used in matching them, boys and girls in both 
~tudies gavt equal ratings to the Ol:(;Upations in terms of requirt-<l education, 
but girls gave higher ratings to tht: occupations on the other three scales in 
the second study and, in both studies, rated jobs typical of their own gender 
group higher on the more suhjcctivc dimensions of respect and service to the 
community. ln the first study (O'Bryant et al. J978J students were shown one 
of two sets of pictures of workers in these roles, one with traditional sex typing 
and one with nontraditional sex typing. Unlike most of the studies of adults, 
tht:y found only a slight tendency for children to give lower ratings to pictures 
of workers in nontradi1ional roles. 

Summary and Hypotheses 

Rased on literature in the tirs1 generation, we would expect most fmmh 
graders to be able to identify occupations correctly and few differences in boys' 
and girls' ability lO identify them. although boys' perceptions of adult 
occupations. may more closely resemble a<l ults' on dimensions measuring stat.us 
and earnings. Both boys and girls should more easily identify occupations with 
which they have had direct contact than those with which they have had only 
vicarious or no contact. 

The evidence from the second generation of literature regarding the effect 
of the gender of the job occupanl is conOicting. The majority ur Lhe studies 
with adults appear to indicate that workers in nM sex-typed fields receive lower 
prestige ratings, especially from men, although these findings are far from 
conclusive rnd most often appear in nonexperimental designs. Studies of 
children suggest that students would rank jobs typical of their own sex group 
higher, al lea::.;t on more subjective dimen~ions such as perceived importance 
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or pre,iige, but that the effect of the gender of the worker on perceptions may 
be relatively small. 

The studies reviewed ahovc, especially those of children, were often very 
limited in scope and suggest important characteristics to incorporate into a 
study of occupational perceptions. First, it is important to use nonverbal cues 
to minimi:1c the extent to which a normative context influences students' 
responses (Nemcrowicz 1979, p. 92). Second, it is important to include 
occupations with which children may have had a range of contact (cf. De Fleur 
l9fl6; Wehrly 1973) and johs which reflect a wide variety of types of work. 
(The most extensive studies in the second generation of work [O'Rryant et al. 
1978, 1980; !\ cmcrowicz 1979] only included eight different jobs.) Third, 
measuring perceptions of the occupations on a variety of dimensions is 
important (cf. O'Bryant ct al. 1978, 1980). Fourth, none of the second 
generation studies we reviewed explicitly compared children's ratings with 
standardized ratings of the occupations on various dimens\on5. We believe this 
is important in itself and is only possible when a wide y·ariety of occupations 
arc studied. Finally, the design of the stimuli given to the subjects should be 
fully crossed. ~ one of the studies reviewed above gave children both sex-typical 
and nonscx-typical stimuli in the same setting, but either a set of occupations 
with all workers in traditional _jobs or al\ workers in nontraditional johs. We 
beheve that stimuli which intermix both traditional and nontraditional workers 
can help overcome any response set generated by the previously used de-signs. 

Building on thi-; lir.erature and the expectations outlined immediately ahove, 
we examine two broad areas: ( I) children's occupational knowledge and (2) the 
effect of gender on children's perceptions of a job. I ·irst. given a variety of different 
,iobs, to what extent do boys and girls recognize these jobs, how do they view 
their relative import,mcc, monetary rewards, difficulty, and control over others; 
and how Uu lht::st: pt:n.:t:ptiuns cumpart: tu thu::;t' uJ a<lults and/ or more objective 
measures" Second. how do children's views of these occupations vary by their 
gender and the gender of the occupant of the job being considered'' 

METHODOLOGY 

The data used to examine these questions come from hour long individual 
interviews conducted with 496 fourth grade students in a western Oregon school 
disr.rict. This age group was chosen because earlier studies indicated that_ 
students of this age arc generally aware of a wide variety of occupations. The 
community in which lhe school district is located is predominantly white, 
working class, and dependent on the lumber industry. Students receiving 
permission to be in the study appeared to be typical of those in the classrooms 
in terms of demographic variables and represented about 85% of all students 
enrolled. 
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Interview ProrPdures and Mpasures 

The interviews were conducted by trained interviewers in a room provided 
hy the school, focused on student.s' occnpar.ional knowledge and future plans, 
and lasted for about one hour. Students were assured that their teachers and 
parents would not he tnld what they said. 

A cent.ml pan of1he interview with each child was assessing their perceptions 
of 22 different occupations. As shown in Table I, the occupations represent 
a broad range of types of work, prestige, and required training and skills. 
Professional, mechanical, clerical, sales, service, and agricuhnral johs were 
included with standardized prestige measures (Hodge ct al. 1964) ranging from 
a low of 15 for a fast-food worker IO a high of 82 for a surgeon. Some jobs 
in the list, such as high school teacher, judge, surgeon, airline pilot, and ballet 
dancer. require a great deal of special training; while others, including farm 
worker, fast-food worker, ,md grocery clerk, require little special preparation, 
The jobs differ in the nature of the work which they demand, as shown by 
the measure of the extent to which they require workers to interact with data, 
people, and objects (see Table I). They also differ in the proportion of women 
employed in the field, from a low of Vii for firefighter and airline pilot to a 
high of 96% for nursery school teacher and 99% for secretary, and in their 
average salary~ with surgeons, airline pilots, and judges earning the most and 
fast-food workers, farmers, and grocery clerks earning the least In all of the 
occupations men earn much more than women. 

Each of the occupations wa, depicted in a drawing ,hawing the worker at 
task. Parallel drawings for each occupation were developed with a male worker 
and a female worker and were cxtensivdy pretested to assure that children 
could correctly identify the occupations. Examples of these drawings are given 
in hgurc 1.' 

Four decks of cards, each including pictures of workers in all of the 
occupations in Table I, were used to gather the data analy,ed below, In two 
of these decks the sex of the job occupant was constant (either male or female), 
In 1hc other two decks the sex of the job occupant in each pictured occupation 
was randomly assigned out switchC<.1 from one deck to the other. That is, jobs 
portrayed by men in one of these two decks were portrayed by women in the 
other deck and vice versa (see Table!). The deck with mixed-sex job occupants 
which was used in a particular interview was randomly assigned, and the order 
in which the cards were presented to the children was also randomized, 

Al various times during the interview the children were asked to sort the 
cards along selected dimensions. A practice run was used to as.sess the children's 
understanding of the sorting procedure. The children were given a stack of 
cards with names of different kinds of food and were asked to sort them into 
five hoxes which indicar.ed how much t.hey liked each food. All 496 children 
were able 10 do the sorting procedure. 
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The children were then shown the deck of cards in which all of the portrayed 
job holders were of lheir own se~. As each card was presented for the first 
time the child was asked to tell what occupation it represented. If a child's 
answer was incorrect the interviewer gave the job title and asked the student 
if he or she knew what a worker did in that job. Any wrong answers were 
noted and those cards were omitted from the later sorts for that child.' The 
children were then shown the deck with mixed gender joh occupants and were 
asked to son them on four different dimensions. The order in which the 
dimensions were presented was reversed in one-half of the interviews to 
diminish any effect of the order of questions on responses. 

1 

One of the sort~ a,scsscd the difficulty of Lhe job, wilh Lhe child being given 
the following instructions. "Now I want to show you some pictures of jobs 
again. This time, would you sort them into different boxes according to how 
hard or easy you think it would be for somebody to work at that job. I don'\ 
mean how hard or cas,- it would be for you personally-just how hard or easy 
the job is, in general." A second measured the importance of the job with 
instructions to "'think about ho\v important each job is to people in the 
community, and how much others admire or respect people who work at that 
job .... Plcase sort the jobs into different hoxcs according to how important you 
think the joh i, to people in the community." A third sort was designed to 
m~at.urc the children's views of hierarchies within the \VOrkplace and the 
authority which various job holders have over others. The instructions were 
to sort the cards "into different boxes, depending on whether people who work 
at each job tell other people what to do as part of doing their job." This is 
referred to as the "supervision" dimension. In the fourth sort the children were 
asked about the financial rewards that the workers rc:ceivc:d: ''Thi~ time, put 
{the cards] in different boxes according to how much money you think a person 
makes for doing the job. Just make your best guess about how much money." 
This is referred to he low as the "earnings'~ dimension. fach of these dimension'i 
(difficulty, importance, supervision, and earnings) was mearnred on a 5-point 
scale where a higher score indicates a greater value (harder. more important, 
supervises more people, earns more money). 

Standardized measures of occupational prestige, job difficulty, and 
monetary rewards were used to measure adults' views and/ or objective 
characteristics of the variou; jobs and to compare to the children's views. The 
H odgc-Scigel-Rossi scale (Hodge et al. 1964) was used to measure occupational 
prestige~ the Special Voca1ional Preparation score from the Dictionary or 
Occupational Titles was used to measure difficulty, and the rankings of the 
occupations in terms of average yearly income was obtained from the 1980 
census. reports. Summary scores for each occupation on these measures are 
given in Table I. 
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Analysis 

Two simple methods were used to address the first research question 
regarding the students' knowledge of the occupations and their relative ranking 
on the four measured dimensions. First, the percentage of boys and girls who 
accurately identified each job were computed and compared. Second, the 
avcrngc ranks assigned to each job by the boys and girls were computed and 
the resulting rank order on each dimension was comp.ttrcd to that obtained 
using the standanl measures. Spearman\ rank order correlation was used to 
assess the similarity of the two rankings. 

Analysis of variance was used to examine the influence of the child's gender 
and the gender of the job holder in the stimulus job on their perception of 
the occupations (the second research question). This allowed us to assess the 
extent to which being presented with a male or female worker influenced a 
child's perception of the job and the extent to which the child's own gender 
(being a boy or a girl) influence.ct this perception, as well as the possibility that 
the portrayal of a male or female worker may differentially influence boys and 
girls. To control for the multiple number of jobs assessed, multivariate analysis 
of variance was used, with two multivariate analyses necessary for each 
<limension.b 

RESULTS 

Knowledge uf Occupations and Perceptions 
of Occupational Characteristics 

f'hc students showed a great deal of knowledge uf the occupations pictured 
on the cards. Sixteen of the 21 oecupatwns were known by all but live or fewer 
of the 496 children. \'inc children did not correctly identify the scientist, 10 
did not identify the nursery school teacher, 12 did not identify the secretary, 
24 did not identify the air traffic controller, and 27 misidentified the architect. 
Each of these less of1en idemified occupations (with the possible exception of 
nursery school teacher) is one which is generally not part of children ·s direct 
or vicarious (media) experience, and the two most often unidentified 
occupa,ions (air traffic controller and architect) may be least likely to be part 
of their direct experience. There were only two gender differences in the 
children's ability to identify the occupations, with girls less likely to identify 
the air traffic controller (chi-square= 8.0R, df= I, p = .004) and boys less 
likely to identify the laboratory scientist (chi-square= 3.79. df= 1, p = .05). 
Given the conflicting direction uf these results and the high likelihood of 
obtaining one result significant at the .05 level by chance, we suspect that little 
weight should be given to these gender differences. There was no support for 
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Nemorowicz's (1979) suggestion that children may have more difficulty 
identifying worker\ in nontraditional jobs. The results arc what would be 
expected from the earlier literature, which suggested thal fourth graders arc 
well aware of the occupational world, boys and girls are equally able to identify 
occupations, and occupations which they arc least likely to identify <trc those 
with which they have had 110 direct experieuce. 

The average scores a.ssigned by the children to each dimension are shown 
in Tables 2-5. Table 2 gives the results !or the "earnings" dimension and shows 
that the ratings given by the children generally correspond to those actually 
found in the occupational world. The jobs rated highest were surgeon, judge, 
police officer, scientist, and firefighter. Those rated lowest on the dimension 
were farmer, dancer, librarian, nurstry school teacher, and fast-food worker. 
In general these distinction, correspond to actual difference, in pay (the 
Spearman\ rho with the rankings of males' average salaries was .87 for ~iris 
and .88 for hoys: the Spearman\ rho with the rankings of females' average 
salaries was . 79 !or girls and .8 I for boys). They suggest that the children 
understand the system of remuneration in our society and that boys and girls 
have an equally good understanding of the,e distinctions.' The major exception 
involves the "community helper" occupations of police officer and firefighter. 
Both boys and girls believed that workers in these fields received much higher 
remuneration than they actually do. 

Tahle 3 gives the resolls for the difficulty dimension. The jobs rated most 
difficult by the students were surgeon, scientist, firefighter, pilot, and air traffic 
comroller. The jobs ranked easiest were fast-food worker. grocery clerk. 
librarian, nursery school teacher, and truck driver. The rank order correlation 
between the students' rankings and the SVP scores is pusilivt: and mod~ratcly 
high (.56 for both boys and girls), indicating a fair amount of association and 
no difference in the relative knowledge of boys and girls. 

The discrepancies betwten the rankings of the children and those of the 
standardized measures are, however, noteworthy. Those which are ranked 
harder by the students than by the SVP by five ranks or more include farmer, 
firefighter, air traffic controller, c1nd police officer. Those ranked easier by a 
difference of five rank orders or more include dancer, high school teacher, 
preschool teacher, and librarian. We suspect that these discrepancies rcOcct 
both the nature of the SVP measure and the unique perceptions of the children. 
The SVP measures the amount of special training required by a job. Not all 
of the jobs rated difficult by the students require extensive preparation or 
training, but they all probably would he viewed as physically demanding ,ind/ 
or stressful. Those ranked most difficult by the students also tend to be 
somewhat unlikely 10 he part of childrcn·s everyday experience.,. In contra.st, 
those ranked easiest an,1 those which arc ranked markedly lower than the SVP 
ratings arc those which may more often be seen by students in their everyday 
live, and therefore might Ix perceived as less formidable. 
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Table 4 givts Lht rtsulls for the importance dimension. The jobs ranked as 
most important were firefighter, police officer, surgeon, air traffic controller, 
,cientist, and judge. Those ranked least important were dancer, artist, 
hairdresser, truck driver, and fast-food worker. Again, these ratings ,how a 
mo<lerate correspondence to the standardired measures of occupational 
prestige (rho~ .57 for girls and .52 for boys) . 

The differences between the children's perceptions and the standardized 
measures are, however~ noteworthy. Jobs seen as more important by the 
students than described by the prestige scale by a difference of at least five 
ranks include rnrpenLer, farmer, firefighter, grocer, air traffic controller, and 
police officer. Those seen as less important include dancer, nursery school 
teacher, and architect. These discrepancies may reflect differences between the 
standardized measure of prestige and the nature of the 4uestion asked the 
children, which dealt both with the issue of admiration and respect (analogous 
to the standardized prestige measure) and ¾importance" to the community (the 
"scrvi,·.e" dimemion tapped hy O'Rryant ct al. 1978, 1980). The discrepancies 
may also reflect what Goldstein and Oldham (1979, pp. 143-144) have termed 
a tendency for early grade school-age children to be more likely than older 
students and adults to utilin "community-based functional explanations" for 
variations in social status_, using the "good of the community" as the primary 
referent for their assessments of relative value (sec also Gottfrcdson 1981}. The 
jobs rated mml imporlant by the midents, including those which differed most 
from the standardized prestige measures, tended to be those associated with 
the preservation of public health and safety, even though they may not have 
especially high associated admiration and respect. Those with substantially 
lower rankings tend to be those which may be perceived as relative luxuries 
of one type or another. 

Some studies (e.g., De.Fleur 1966; Gunn I %4) have noted a greater 
correspondence of children's rankings with standardized measures at the two 
ends of the prestige continuum than at the middle. We also found this pattern, 
but suggest that it reflects the characteristics noted ahove of the type of 
occupations found in this range (e.g., police officer, firefighter, and air traffic 
controller) rather than any differences in perccivingjobs in this mid-range. 1 :or 
instance, the occupation of secretary, ranked midway in the prestige hierarchy 
based nn Hodge-Seigel-Rossi scores, is neither associated with health and safety 
nor seen as a relative luxury and received an average ranking from the students 
which was quite close to the rank obtained with the standardized measure. 

Table 5 gives the rankings on the "supervising" dimension. The five jobs 
rntect highest on this dimension were judge. police officer, high school teacher, 
air traffic controller, and surgeon. Of these jobs, only surgeon would generally 
be seen by adults as involving a great deal of workplace authority over others 
within a structured hierarchy. The other occupations involve authority over 
others, such as criminals, citizens, students, or airplane pilots, but not 
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Table 4. Ratings of Job Importance by Gender of Subject and Gender of Wnrker Picmred in Sorting Deck, 
_______ R_esults of Analysis of Variance and Mean Sc·_o_r_es _____ _ 

{)aupa1imi 

Set J\ 
Mauova 
CarpCc'llc•· 
Dancer 
Farmer 
Firci.ightc1 
Grocery Clerk 
High S~hool Tcacho.:r 
.fudge 
Nursery Sdtoc,l Teadm 
Scic1,tist 
Secretary 

~et X 
Ma.nuva 
Pilo( 
Air Traffic Controller 
Au:hitect 
J\nist 
Truck Driver 
Fast-FooC Worker 
Hair Dresser 
Librarian 
Polii;e Offke1 
Su.-geon 
rv Rt=Jlair P:::rson 

AnaJy.;-iJ lt Vari(lm'i' RP.mla 

F-iruer F-de<·k F-st'X 

0.65 0.77 vs• 
0.55 1.29 2.21 
0.9, (1(11 fl.0:t .. 
00) 0,04 2.76 
o.oz 2.77 0.06 
0.75 0.35 2.72 
0.02 149 (157 

136 0.22 0.22 
0.30 O.OJ 0.32 
I) 75 0.02 5.4Q!i' 

0.07 (1,07 U.14 

1.02 1.20 1.84' 
0.02 1.92 4.97· 
0.35 0.17 l.91 
2.32 J.03 1.92 
1.90 11.00 1.72 
0.26 0.19 5.02' 
0.49 0.41 O.lo 
0.00 O.ll 1.61 
1.18 0.6t 0.21 
0.73 0.22 1.09 
0.01 J.20 II.I\ 
3.56 2.70 1.53 

Subjen 

Femules Mail'5 
Gender l'icJured 

Female Ma/(' Fenu,lr 

4U7 J.95 4.18 
2.40 2.49 2.25 
J.27 3.31 .l.47 
4.7R 4.86 07 
177 3.63 3.54 
4.}J 4.20 4.36 
4.JR 4.43 4.5•) 
l51 ).59 l.50 
4.22 4.16 4J6 
3.5) .U5 J.59 

3.89 4.0.1 4.12 
4.J2 4.JO 4.40 
3.98 J.99 HS 
2.91 2,76 2.62 
J.04 J.14 J.]3 
3.17 3.!8 3.21 
2.Y(I 2.98 2.7(1 

3.46 J.27 3.29 
4.71 4.n 4.81 
4.79 4.88 4.78 
3.36 .l.32 12:6 

Male 

4.10 
2.14 
.1.48 
4.84 
, . .1(1 

4.28 
4.37 
3.47 
4.4~ 
J.55 

4_74 
4,48 
4.25 
2.75 
1..n 
J.07 
2.84 
J.J-:l 
4.RO 
4.86 
3.66 

,\·,,u.,s: !'or Set A: 4f(manov.a) - t0.445: ~f,f(unlv;iri<11.-;, - I ,4q; Fnr Set 8: ,(,f'(manova) ·- 11,417: 1(l(univarta1e} 1,427; '"p > .05: •~ 1> > .Ol: • 4 * p > .1)01. 

4.08 
2.32 
).)~ 

4.81 
.\.fi3 
4.29 
4.42 
3.52 
4.30 
J.56 

4.0X 
4 )8 
4.05 
2.76 
J.22 
J.IS 
2.l:P 
3.3) 
4.78 
4.83 
J.41 

TahlP 5. Ratings of .I ohs' Supervisory Re,p,)nsihilities by Gender of Subjec\ and Gender of Worker Pictured in 
Sorting Deck, Results of Analysis ol Variance and \-lean Scores 

Sub;ecl 

J·i.-?male.~ :\1alcs 
:1,1a/1ms L!f Variance Rc~suhs Gender I'icmred 

Oca1parion F-irr,n- F-deck F-.,"i'X Ff!mult' ,\fa/f: Fn,wle :Wule To!ul 

Set A 
Mamw.i 1),45 1.54 (J.44 

C.:arpc-cncr 0,02 0.04 2.03 2.74 2.15 2.-l7 2.90 2.82 
Dancer IJ.03 9.59*4 0.20 U6 1.84 l.49 1.80 1.66 
.Fc11rni:1 0.52 U2 0.14 1.89 2.07 l.98 2.03 1.99 
Fir!fighter 1.06 1.34 0.50 ].JI ].32 .1.29 ].51 .1.35 
Groi::ery Ct:rk 0.00 102 1.70 1.87 2.f/4 1.99 2.15 2.01 
High School Te.-icher 0.52 0,07 0.05 19.l 4.03 4.01 3.97 J.99 
Judgt 0.34 0.01 0.35 4.0S 4. 12 4, 16 4.12 4.l I 
).Jurs1.:ry School Teacher iJ.01 0.83 o.o; .121 l.10 l.19 l.06 3.14 
St:icntist 1.19 2.15 0.71 2.34 2.63 2.53 2.58 2.51 
S:crctary 0.12 0.35 0.6[/ 2.26 2.35 2.29 2.31 2.JO 

St::t R 
Munova 1.20 1.36 I.OJ 
Pilot 1.02 0.27 1.00 2.92 2.84 101 2.97 2.94 
Air Trallic Controller 0.09 3.35 0.91 1.58 3.75 144 3.68 3.62 
Archite;,:t (JJ)4 0.59 0.65 2.49 2.38 2.55 2.48 2.47 
A1iist 0.05 0.57 3.80* 1.57 J.•8 1.71 1.66 l.60 
Truck Driver 0.18 0.00 0.23 2.52 2.48 2:52 2.56 2.52 
rast-Fcood Worker 1.79 1.7.1 0.09 l.% 2.24 2.15 2.IS 2.14 
Hair l)resst:r 2.05 0,03 0.83 2.02 2, PJ 2.09 1.98 2.07 
I .ihrarian 0.80 3.69"' 0.61 2.54 2.44 2.56 2.27 2.44 
Puiic:i.: Officer f),1)4 0.05 0.~2 4.07 4.08 l.97 4.00 4.03 
Surgeon 4.9'6" 0.09 1.15 3.42 3.73 ).59 3.38 ).54 
TV Rt!pair P'e.Tstm 1.87 0.16 O.U5 2.25 2.07 2.07 2.16 2.13 

.\'owI: l·nr SL:l A.; r.~I (m:mm-a) = J0,4:'::X. ~)"(univa1·iate) = l.4ti7: For Set 8: df (manova) - 11,429: (l((unh-ariakJ ,- 1,4:19; ~ f} > .05: ** p > .01: ,._,.. p > .UO I. 
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necessarily authority over coworkers. The four lowest rated jobs on this 
dimension were artist, dancer, farmer, and grocery clerk. All of these are 
relat.ivel~ solitary occupa.tions or, in the case of grocery clerk, generally involve 
only routinized interaclions with others. It appears then that the children were 
aware of the nature of job activities, although they may not have been aware 
of the extent of hierarchical steps in the workplace. 

This may result from the wording of the question. Comments the children 
maue iu the interviews seemed to indicate that they often saw "telling others 
what to do" as a negative trait in interpersonal interaction~ and did not 
necessarily associate it with hierarchies within the occupational world. It may 
also, however, rdlect the children's level of development. f.:.:tcnsivc 
understanding of the reciprocal role relationships involved in the employer 
employee relationship may not be fully developed until after the fourth grade 
(Danziger 1958; Goldstein and Oldham 1979, pp. 53-55). 

The Effect of Gender on Perceptions of Jobs 

Tables 2-5 also give the results of the analyses of variance showing the effect 
of the children's own gender and the gender of the pictured worker on their 
perception of the earnings, difficulty, importance, and super,·isory 
respcmsibilitics associated with the job. 

With the analyses related to the earnings dimension (Table 2) the main effect 
of the children's gender was significant with both of the manova terms and 
with the univariate results for high school teacher. nursery school teacher, 
scientist, pilot, air traffic controller. and hair dresser. There were no significant 
multivariate effects for the deck presented the children {a univariate effect only 
for firefighter, which, given the 21 analyses, could appear by chance), and 
significant interaction effects for carpenter. hlg:h school teacher and pilot. 
Inspection of the mean scores indicated that girl, rated high school teacl1ers, 
nursery school teachers, and hair dressers as making more money than bQys 
did and that boys ,gave higher earnings rating scores than girls to scicntists 1 

pilots, and air traffic controllers, whether male or female workers were 
depicted. With high school teachers the difference between hoys an<l girls was 
much ]argcr when they \Vere sho\Jl•Tl pit:tures of men than when they were shown 
pictures of v.'omen, but with 1.he pictures of rilots. the differences were much 
larger when women were depicted. /1. complete reversal appeared in the 
rankings for carpenter \Vith girls rating the workers as earning more money 
when women were depicted and boys rating pictures of men as making more 
money. 

In general, these differences appear to be related ID the sex-typing of the 
occupations in the world at large, even though they do not relate to the reality 
of ,ex differences in wages within occupations (see Table l ).' When differences 
appear, Johs which arc typically female or portrayed by women are see11 by 
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girls as having higher salaries and jobs which are typically male or portrayed 
by men arc seen hy boys as having higher salaries. The major exception to 
this situation is high school teachers, which in the aggregate is a mixed 
occupation 156% women in 1980) and was perceived by girls as having higher 
salaries., especially when depicted by a man. In contrast, boys ranked high 
school teachers as having higher salaries when they were depicted hy a woman. 
We are unsure why this result appeared, hut suspect that it may be related 
to the rather neutral sex-typing of the occupation as a whole; or even, given 
the extensive sex-typing found within the profession of high school teaching, 
to the sc:<-typing of the subject matter which the children believed the teacher 
was presenting (probably English). 

Table 3 gives the result~ of the analyses of variance related to the difficulty 
dimem,ion. As with the ~money .. dimension, significant multivariate effects 
appeared for the children's gender. Significant univariate effects for gender 
appeared for r.he occupation.~ of farmer~ nur.icry school teacher, truck driver. 
librarian and TV repair person. Multivariate main effects for deck were also 
significant, with significant univariate effects for pilot. architect, hair dresser, 
and police officer. There was a trend. towarrl a significant multivariate 
interaction effect with significant univariate effects for dancer, high school 
teacher, and secretary. 

Examination of the mean scores indicated that the work of farmers, nursery 
school teachers, and librarians was rated harder by boys than girls but the work 
of truck. drivers and TV repair persons was rated harder by girls than boys. 
Where there are differences by gender on the difficulty dimension they tend 
to be related to the sc:<-typing of the occupation, with students rating jobs 
typical of the olher su as more difficult. In contrast, all of the four cases with 
significant differences hy deck (pilots, architects .. hair dresser, and police 
officer) showed that both boys and girls rated the jobs significantly harder when 
they were portrayed as held by men than by women. Each of these jobs is highly 
sex-typed (one as female and three as male). This result may reflect a tendency 
to perceive that men's work \s more difficult than women's even in female
typed occupations. It should be remembered, however, that a significant effect 
of the gender of the worker pictured (deck) appears in only 4 of the 21 
comparisons. The three cases with interactionefieL·ts all involved reversals. For 
hoth the joh, of high school teacher and secretary girls ranked the occupation 
harder if it were portrayed by a man, but boys ranked the occupation a,; harder 
it. is wen:: portrayed by a woman, In contrast, girls ran.ke<l being a dancer as 
harder if it were portrayed hy a woman, hut hoys ranked it as harder it if were 
portrayed hy a man. Ag,un these results appear unrelated to the sex-typing 
of the occupation and we are unsure why they appeared. 

Table 4 gives the results of the analysis of variance for the "importance" 
dimension. The only significant multivariate and univariate re.sults on this 
dimension involved gender, with significant differences appearing for the 
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occupation,;; of dancer. scientist, pilot, and truck driver. Gids ranked dancers 
,is ,ignilicantly more important than boys did. while boys rnnkcd scientists. 
pilots, and truck drivers as significantly more important than girls. Again~ these 
differences appear to he related to the sex-typing of the occupations. When 
differences appear, a job which is sex-typed as rcminine is seen as more 
important by girls, those sex-typed as masculine arc ranked more important 
by boys. 

Table 5 gives the results of the analyses of variance for lhe ••supervising .. 
dimension. No significant multivariate results appeared on this dimension fcH 
either the main effects of gender or deck or for the interaction effect. Given 
the large number of comparisons the univariate effects which did appear (the 
F associated with gender for artist; with gender of the pictured worker for 
dancer and librarian. and the interaction for surgeon) could well have appeared 
by chance. 

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

The re<;ults of the examination oft.he children's knowledge of occupations were 
much as expected. They confirm the results of earlier studies which suggested 
that fourth graders arc able to recogni,e a wide variety of occupations and 
that students can more often identify johs which are part of their direct or 
vicarious experiences. ln contrast to some earlier studies, there was no gender 
diffen::m:c:: in thc:: rdatium,hip bc::twt:en c.:hiklrc::u~s perceptions of occupations and 
vanous standardized measures. Early reports of this result l.e.g., Deflcur 1966) 
suggested that it reflected the tcndenc.y for girls to less often expect that they 
would be part of the labor force. The gender difference in \ahor force 
participation is much smaller today and we suspect that both boys and girls 
anticipate working omside the homf! in the future and thus arc interested in 
learning about th~ workplace. 

The results regarding the effect of gender on children's perceptions of 
U(;Cupatiun~ were somewhat k:~s l:kar-(;ul. Of Lht: 84 l:umparisons regarding 
the effect of the gender of a pictured worker on perceptions of occupations 
only seven were significant at the .05 level or beyond. (Four significant findings 
at the .05 level would have heen expected by chance.) In all but one of these 
comparisons the pit:turc of male workers was ranked higher on the continuum 
studied (earnings, difficulty, supervision). This occurred whether the job was 
male-typed (e.g., firefighter, pilot, architect, police officer) or female-typccl 
(e.g., dancer, hairdresser). While previous studies, which used adults or college 
stuclems as subjects (e.g., Guppy and Siltanrn 1977; Jacobs aml Powell 1984; 
Nilson 1976; Powell and Jacobs 1983, 1984) suggested that nontraditional 
workers would be degraded, these results suggest simply that, at least for 
children, a male worker, even in a female-typed job. is more highly valued. 

Because, however, these results appeared in so few of the comparisons, this 
interpretation should be considered with a great deal of caution. 

Sixteen of the 94 comparisons regiir<ling the effect of the gender of the child 
on perceptions were significant. In contrast to the result.s of O'Rryant et al. 
( 1978), these results appeared in not just the more subjective dimensions or 
importance and difficulty, but also ln the more Hobjective'' earnings dimension. 
fhe gender differences appeared in a wide variety of occupation,, hut all 
appeared related to the sex-typing of the jobs. On the earnings and importance 
dimensions students tended to rank jobs more typical of their own sex group 
as either earning more or being more important. With the difficulty dimension 
they tended to rank those typical of the other sex group as harder. The former 
result is similar to that reponed by others who have looked at a much smaller 
range of occupations (e.g., Nemerowicz 1979; O'Bryant et al. 197X, 1980) and 
may reflect a "chauvinistic" view of occupations, where students tend to inllate 
the importance of work which is typical of their own gender group. The latter 
result has not, to our knowledge, been reported before and may represent a 
tendency for students to view work which they see as less likely for them to 
pursue LO be harder. Even though we must again caution about making too 
much of these implications given the ,mall number of significant results, we 
believe that these results illustrate the imponance of not only considering 
gender differences in analyses of perceptions of occupations, but also in looking 
at a variety of dimensions of perceived occupational characteristics 

Seven of the 84 interaction effects considered were statistically signilicant, 
again only a small number. h is dif(icult to find any generalization that can 
capsulize the nature of these interactive effects. Some involve enhancements 
of the differences noted above and some involve reversals. There did not appear 
to be any support for the finding among adults that men are more likely than 
women to degrade workers in nontraditional posts (Haug 1975; Jacobs and 
Powell 1984; Kilson 1976). Given the small number of significant interaction 
effects, however, we are reluctant to speculate further on their meaning. 

In general, we believe that these results point to the importance of a number 
of variables in understanding children's perceptions of occupations. The type 
of contact which children have had with ajoh is important in influencing their 
ability to recognize an occupation, although the fourth graders in this study 
were very knowledgeable of the occupational world. Gender of the child 
appears to be somewhat more important. than the gender of a pictured worker 
in influencing perceptions of jobs. But, the most important variable of all 
appears to be the nature of the job itself. However children learned of an 
occupation, whether they were boys or girls, or whether the joh occupant was 
depicted as a man or a woman, the children's perceptions of the job's earnings, 
difficulty, and importance were very similar to those obtained from more 
standardized measures. When the gender of a child or the gender of a pictured 
worker affected the students' perceptions of a job, the nature of this influence 
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appeared to be associated with another occupational characteristic, the sex
typing or the joh. 

Two exceptions to this generalization, however. stand ou1. The children 
believed that "community helpers," such as police officers and firefighters, both 
earned more and were more ';important~ t.ha.n the standardized measures 
suggested. The children also appeared unable to understand the notion of 
"supervision" within the workplace and, although they understood which 
workers had authority over other people, induding library patrons, criminals~ 
anJ lhc like, they did not seem to be able to rank occupations accurately in 
Lorms of those with greater or less supervisory responsibility. We suspect that 
while these results may partly reflect the wording of our im.truments, they also 
reflect children's developing understanding of occupations. We would 
hypothesize that more adult-like interpretations of occupational prestige and 
supervisory responsibilities would be common among students older than the 
fourth graders in this study. Whether older children would abc, exhibit greater 
rlifferences in rnt.ings assigned to male and female workers. especia.llv in 
nontraditional fields, is a question for further research. • 
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NOTES 

L Even though Gold•aein and Oldham\ work appeared in 1979, it !acb tht: speciricaltention 
tu the inlluence of gender found in tbc scco1id gcncrntiun of wurk and thus is included in uur 
di~cu.,;;;,inn ,1:· ',\-'hat we terr:, th(' firsi gcncrmiL~Il 

2. l. nt.11 the very rr:r.ent p.1sr _ ar1d even ~:.ill in t'.as~ml com-errntion, the gender-typin~ of an 
occupation is ofre.n rr.vr-alcd b~• its title. Gmbag-t'nu-m is one exan:ple. Researchers could u.~o:= tht' 
gen<ler-nei:frnl rifle of garbage col'.ectm; but, given the strnng gender-typing of th~ fields., it is 
not ch:ar th;it respondcncs wottld perceive th::: 'worker!. to he: nf e:ithr:r !\r:x. Rese.,rchr:r~ con let al~o 
'.'ipecify the i;ender of lhc WOfket thrn'.lgh titles such a~ ··woman garhagr: cnlkc.tnr" or "garhage 
"'ornan," but such c-ffortio; would only drn,,.,· att::ntinn tn t.he :itypir.-il C,!':nder typing_ Lsing picture~ 
;ivoids these semantic prohlc1m. 

J. It proved ;mpossihlt:: I<> dnw a m:ik nurse that was rehably identified by the childn:n. 
The figure was usually it:.ltntified a~ an orderly or phy~ician. We ~uspccr that this is an indication 
of how strongly the ()C-rnpation of nurse is stcreoiyped M, feminine. 
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4. This first. presentation wa . .., al~n usec1 to a~1,e!-.~ the degree to which STUdl~nts ,,,,,_ould "'like" 
or "dislike" to nave .'t given joh when thr.y were grown. Hesulls from the an11lysis of these re!.ulb 
are in Stockard and McGee (J990). 

5. In one half of the interviews the )Orts were ordered with ·•difficulty"first, then ·•:rnport.:tm.:e." 
•·supervi~ion,'' and t1nany, •·earnings.·• In th:-: othc!' half che order:ng was reversed with "t::amings" 
firi.\ an0 "rtiffo::ult)·" lasL 

6. Two rnultivatia1i:: ar.alyses of variance were :1.c:cessary because students were "'-hown cath 
occuralion onl~- once: with either a male or female fitur-e. Thus, one manova include~ lhc 
occurarions portrayed hy incr, in Dcd A. and Wl)mcn in Ded: Band the mhcr include~ occupatioru 
porlrayed b)· woml!n in Der:k A and men in Dn·k R. 

7. Goldstein and Oldtlam (!979) reported that fifth gradi: b1Jy'.S-gavi: more accurate estimates 
than girls of tl)e income of workers in various occupations. but the relitive rankings of the 
occupations'carnings were VtT}' similar ~or boy~ and girls, as in Qllr study. 

l( The mak-femak differences in carnints are slightly overstated in Table J because both 
part-time and full-lime Vvorkcrs are incluCeU a11d womrn more often \.1,ork part-time 
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